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Might As Well
Anouk

Intro-tune: (Bm,  F#m, G, A)
Bm          F#m             G      A
I might as well be cheating on you
Bm          F#m             G      A
I might as well be cheating on you I do

Verse 1: (Bm,  F#m, G, A)
Bm            F#m                G             A
I always knew that you would be cheating on me finally
I never kwen it be this soon, I didn t see it comin 
Yesterday you let me down, The only friend I thought I found
Sleepless nights heart in two, Baby who is kissing you

If this would have happened to me ten years ago
I d make sure that you d be lying six feet underground
But little girls we grow up knowing love will find a way
So now we have an understanding, I can t see why I

Refrein: (G, Bm, A, G7)
G
Might as well, Be cheating on you
Bm
I might as well, Do all the things you do
A
I might as well, Have a little fun
G7
Baby you inspire, It s the way we carry on

Intro-tune 1x: Bm,  F#m, G, A

Verse 2: (Bm,  F#m, G, A)
Bm           F#m            G             A
Heavy steal is all you see, That is what is left of me
No remorse no dignity, Can we get any higher
To every other happy fool, Disloyalty will come for you
Lights go out on your own, So much for pretending

Now if this would have happened to me ten years ago
I d make sure that you d be lying six feet underground
But little girls we grow up knowing love will find a way
So now we have an understanding, Let s just rock n roll

Refrein: (G, Bm, A, G7)
G
Might as well, Be cheating on you
Bm
I might as well, Do all the things you do



A
I might as well, Have a little fun
G7
Baby you inspire, It s the way we carry on

Intro-tune 1x: Bm,  F#m, G, A

Bridge: (Bm, F#m, G, D)
Bm                                             F#m
Have you ever been in love before, And does it matter
                                    G
 Cause nothing ever seems to be the way it should be, Tell me why
D
Don t you love me like the way you used to do
             Bm
It might be worthwhile
                             F#m                                   G
To take a step back and ask yourself how this gonna last when it s all a lie
Now here me out
A
I swear to god that this is something
I will not forget

Refrein: (G, Bm, A, G7)
G
Might as well, Be cheating on you
Bm
I might as well, Do all the things you do
A
I might as well, Have a little fun
G7
Baby you inspire, It s the way we carry on
G, Bm, A, G7

Intro/tune (Bm,  F#m, G, A):
Bm          F#m             G      A
I might as well be cheating on you I do
Bm          F#m             G      A
I might as well be cheating on you I do
Bm          F#m             G      A
I might as well be cheating on you I do
Bm          F#m             G      A
I might as well be cheating on you I do


